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WARTIME PLANNING FOR
PHYSICAL RECONSTRUCTION IN GREAT BRITAIN
I. INTRODUCTION

The Historical Background
The problem which confronts housing authorities and town-planning experts
today is one of undoing the work of past ages when orderly control of urban
development was no part of public policy. The age of the Industrial Revolution
was particularly responsible for stumbling blocks which have not yet been overcome, and the modern industrial slum could never have developed had it not been
for nineteenth-century economic theory, according to which the growth of cities,
like the accumulation of wealth and the distribution of commodities, was determined by laws whose violation could result only in general impoverishment
and increased suffering. And yet this fallacy of laissez faire was exposed before
the Industrial Revolution was complete. As early as 1838 Edwin Chadwick
pointed out not only that slum conditions bred epidemics from which others than
the poor might die, but also that "in general, all epidemics and all infectious
dis.eases are attended with charges, immediate and ultimate, on the poor-rates,"
and that the "amount of burdens thus produced is frequently so great as to render
it good economy on the part of the administrators of the Poor Laws to incur the
charges for preventing the evils."
Chadwick's appeal was to the pockets of the taxpayers, and it resulted in
his being authorized to conduct an inqw'ry into conditions in London. His report
produced one consequence which was to be more important than legislation aimed
at ultimate reduction of taxes: it fired the imagination of writers of the timeamong them Dickens and Disraeli-who laid the foundations for that slow moral
revolution of the nineteenth century, the refusal to endure the avoidable sufferings
of others, which was to find expression in the social reformist legislation of the
twentieth.
In Chadwick's day popular interest was still centered on the economic consequences of the slums. In 1842, his second report was published, The Sanitary
Conditions of the Labouring Population of Great Britain; it covered the whole
country, and was based on reports from Boards of Guardians throughout England
and Wales and fr~m doctors in Scotland. Government and Parliament were
alarmed and horrified, and the first of the Public Health Acts was passed, establishing a Board of Health which sat from 1848 to 1854. Two laws dealing with
housing were passed in 1851, and in 1866 an Act was passed laying on the owner
the responsibility for maintaining dwelling houses in good condition, and empowering the local authority to compel him to carry out repairs and demolition
if these were deemed necessary. By 1875, opinion had developed sufficiently to
permit the passage of an Act applying the principles of housing legislation to
whole areas of what would n01N be called "obsolescent development. " An Act .of
1890 empowered local authorities for the first time to build and own workingclass houses.
If the nineteenth century was slow to accept the necessity for control of housing, it was slower still to recognize the need for town planning. The overgrowth
of London i,n the Thirties provoked Cobbett into describing it as a "great wen;"
but Ebenezer Howard, who published his Tomorrow: a Peaceful Path to Real
Reform in 1898, was the first to diagnose the evil of unbalanced urban development
and to propose a remedy in the creation of garden cities, .-itowns designed for
healthy living and industry; of a size that makes possible a full measure of social
2
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life, but not larger; surrounded by a rural belt; the whole of the land being in
public ownership, or held in trust for the community."
As a matter of fact, the germ of town planning had of necessity been present
in those of the early Housing Acts which had provided for the clearance of. areas
as distinct from individual dwellings. The Act of 1875, as already ment10ned,
was the first of these. The Housing of the Working Classes Act of 1890 provided
for the clearance of "unhealthy areas," and had defined these as "any houses, courts,
or alleys, unfit for human habitation," and any areas where there is "such narrowness, closeness, or bad arrangement of the streets or houses . . . or the want of
light, air, ventilation, or proper conveniences, as are dangerous or injur!ous to
the health of the inhabitants." It was not till 1909, however, that the idea of
town planning was officially accepted, in the Housing, Town Planning, etc. Act of
that year, which enabled local authorities to prepare schemes for the development
of particular areas and to control that development for the general benefit of the
community.
Meanwhile, voluntary effort gave the first practical demonstration of the
soundness of Ebenezer Howard's ideas: a group of pioneers formed themselves
into a company for the purpose of founding .a model garden city, and in .1904
work was started at Letchworth in Hertfordshue. The success of the expenment
is described by Gilbert McAllister, writing in 1935 :. "Today the area of Le~chworth
is 4,562 acres, of which 1,528 are devoted to residence, commerce and mdustry.
The town has a resident population of 20,000 inhabitants, and its 216 factories
. .. give employment to 14,000 workers .... It has 4,959 house~, 192 shops and
six hotels. Some 300 acres are devoted to parks, commons, playing fields, sports
grounds, etc., and there are 81 sports clubs. It has 41 miles of road, .and along
its streets are planted 7,000 trees. There are 18 churches and three cinemas. It
has 12 elementary and secondary schools. There is a muse~m and a l!bra~y supported by the Urban District Council. A modern well-eqmpped hospital is supported by voluntary contributions. The green belt, devoted to agnculture and
recreation, still remains inviolate" (Town and Country Planning). The same
writer points out that although Letchworth now pays its maximum . permitted
dividend of 5 per cent, "the time which rr_iust elapse befo.r~ the capital . outlay
becomes remunerative tends to put the creat10n of garden ot1es . . . outside the
normal range of private commercial enterprise. The time-lag has other results too.
Any private enterprise attempt to. est~bl~s? a new .town . . . must pass t?:ough
pioneering stages wh.en they>:vn is .pnm1t1ye, dev01d of .most of the. amemtles of
life, of proper shopping faoht1es, without cinemas, sometimes even without schools
and hospitals. That in itst;lf is a factor which. makes for slow dev~lopment. The
• creation of new towns-if these great handicaps are to be avoided-becomes
therefore a matter f~r Government and for the great local authorities."

Between the Wars

II

The Great War · put a stop to new building, and the housing shortage at its
close was serious. Wages and the cost of building materials had risen sharply
since 1914, and it was plain that private enterprise would be less able than before
to produce adequate housing at rentals low enough to satisfy ·th.e needs of the
worst-housed siWions of the people .. The H ousing and Town Planmng Act of 19 19
put into action the nation's .resolve to ta~le the problem, and introduce the subsidy principle whereby Parliament authonzed the payment of Treasury grants to
meet the costs of certain types of housing program. Progress at first was slow : lack
of experience led to def~cts in le15islation which it took. time to remedy, an.cl ~he
unavoidable lag in catching up with the need, mherent in any long-term building
program, caused such disappointment that the pledge of "Homes Fit for Heroes"
came to be remembered as a reproach to its authors . (The present Government's
3

scheme for an emergency program of temporary housing to cover the period while
permane12t homes are being built is intended to prevent a similar delay in reducing
the housrng shortage.) Ne:vertheless, the provision of housing did get under way
as soon as the Peace was signed, and the years 1919-1939 saw a great expansion
in the building industry: in England and Wales, over 4,250,000 houses were
built'. with an additional 250,000 in Scotland. That this was able to take place
was. rn gre~t measure due to the various Housing Acts of 1919 to 1938, under
which con~1derable progress was made in dealing with substandard dwellings and
overcrowdrng. The Act of 1933, for instance, laid down a five-year program for
slum clearance, envisaging the eventual demolition of 280 000 houses most of
which were in "clearance areas." Under this program, more' than 800,000 people
moved from slums to new homes. By March 31, 1939, 241,889 houses had
actually been demolished, and the scope of. the schemes for clearance and replacement had been considerably exten_ded by the time the outbreak of war put a stop
to fu~her progres~'. The Act of 1935 is another important landmark, since it
established a definition of overcrowding, set up minimum standards, and ordered
a survey of overcrowding to be carried out by the local authorities; the following
year, an Act was passed providing for the payment of subsidies for the abatement
of overcrowding.
Th~ inc~ease in building ~ccentuated another problem: that of the unplanned,
sprawlrng oty. The most obv10us of the resultant evils was the increase in "ribbon
development" : t~e construction of houses along the new arterial roads near the
cities, :uining the appearance ~f the countrysjde and producing an appalling increase rn the death rate-espeaally ·among children-from traffic accidents. And
as tl).e cities spread, or spilled their surplus population over into the "satellite
towns," the traffic congestion increased and the health of workers suffered from
the time and expense of traveling between home and work. It became clear that
house construction · alone was insufficient, and that regional planning on a wide
scale was necessary. •
I~ the years between th: wars the scope of town planning was widened . The
Homi~g_ and T~wn Planning Act of 1919 increased the powers of the local
· ai:ithonties, and .m ~925 an. Act v._'as passed, dealing exclusively with town plan-

ning and consolidatrng earlier leg1slat1on. In 1932 an important innovation was
mad~ by the passage o~ the Town and Country Planning Act, "to authorize the
making of schemes with respect t? the development and planning of land,
whether urban or rural ... to provide for the protection of rural amenities and
the prese.r~~tion of buildings and oth~~ objects of interest or beauty; to facilitate
the .acqws.1tion of land for gard.en.. otles; and to ~ake other provision in connection with the matters aforesaid. The first sect10n of the Act provides that:
"A scheme may be J?ade under this. Act with respect to any land whether there
are or are not bmldrngs thereon, with the general object of controlling the develorment of ~he l~nd comp:i~ed in the area to which the scheme applies, of
secu~ing p~oper san~tary conditions, am~nity and oth~r convenience, and of pre~ervmg existing buildings or other obiects of architectural, historic or artistic
rntere.s~ and places ~f natural interest or be.auty,, and generally of protecting existing
amenities whether ii: urban or .rural portio_ns of the area." With the passage of
this law, t~e ?ecessity for regional plannmg was recognized and it became an
accepted pnnople that the towns cannot plan for themselves alone, since their
problems canno~ be confined withi~ the city boundari:s. An attempt was also
made to d<:11l with the problem of nbbon development m the Restriction of Ribbon Develofn:zent Act of 1935. Considerable progress was made by many of the
local authonties, and by Ma:ch 31, 1939, 26,428,652 acres of land in England
and Wales were under plannmg control. Manchester had .carried out a successful
experiment in the satellite town of Wythenshawe, inaugurated in 1930, and the

London County Council and many other authorities had taken advantage of the
powers conferred upon them. It should be added that another voluntary undertaking had produced the Garden City of Welwyn started in 1920 and modeled on
Letchworth.
In spite of these attempts to meet the need for planning, it was widely recognized that the solution had not been found. Existing cities continued to expand
into the surrounding countryside, and the growth of London, in particular, excited
a!l,lrm on defense as well as other grounds. When war broke out in 1939, prepa·
rations were being made for a further exploration of the whole field with a view
to making a fresh approach to the problem of planning.

II. HOUSING POLICY SINCE 1939

r

Under the present Governmental arrangements for reconstruction-planning, the
department responsible for housing policy, subject to Parliament, is the Ministry
of Health. The Minister of Works is the authority for the technical side of
physical reconstruction, i.e., for design, specifications, materials and building
technique, while questions of over-all physical planning come within the scope
of the Minister of Town and Country Planning.
The first and most serious cause of the housing shortage with which Britain
will be faced at the end of the war is the lag in building since 1939; it is estimated that about one million houses will be needed to make up the deficiency
arising from the cessation of the normal building programs.* Secondly, there
is the factor of air-raid1 damage and flying-boUJ,b raids. Thirdly, the normal rate
of obsolesence has been accelerated by the shortage of manpower and material,
which has made ordinary maintenance and repair difficult where it has not been
impossible. Fourthly, the increase in the number of families has added to the
pressure on available accommodation; (it has been estimated that the number of
families in the United Kingdom increased by 250,000 between 1939 and 1944).
The Government propose a triple attack on the housing shortage: by reconditioning damaged houses, wherever possible; by providing short-life houses for
the emergency period directly after the war; and by a long-term program of permanent building to be carried out by local authorities and by private enterprise.
In addition, there is a program-already under way--of preparing sites for both
temporary and permanent houses.

The Repair of Damaged Houses
Repairs of d'amaged houses were limited, in the first years of the war, by permitting only those costing no more than $1,000 to be carried out, in order to
prevent diversion of manpower and material from the war effort. This limit was
raised in January, 1944, to $2,000, and in a st~tement to the House of Commons
on March, 15, 1944, the Minister of Health expressed the hope, "and of course
it can only be a hope, that during this year we shall really break the back of outstanding repairs of war damage." A Ministry of Health circular dated April 17,
1944, states that "so far as the repair of war damage is concerned the primary
objective before all local authorities should be to render habitable all the damaged
houses in their areas before the end of this year."
*.Only 172,588 new houses were completed between 1939 and the end of 1943, most
of which were started before the war. A program of 2,000 new houses for Scotland has
been approved, to relieve very acute local shortages, and it was announced on June 13 1944
that work had been started on 870 of these. 3,000 new agricultural cottages are being built
in England and Wales, of which about 1,000 were complete by the end of the first six
months of 1944.
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. This task of repair has been made more difficult, especially in London, by the
flymg-bomb raids of summer and fall, 1944. During the air raids of 1940 to
June, 1944, 3,410,000 houses--0ver one in four-suffered from enemy action, and
376,000 of these were either destroyed or rendered uninhabitable. Between June
and September, 1944-the period of heaviest V-1 flying-bomb attacks-81,000
houses were destroyed or rendered uninhabitable, and 1,039,000 were damaged
less seriously. Damage from flying bombs was particularly heavy in the London
area, where approximately 700,000 people were rendered homeless. The Minister
of Reconstruction announced the following measures to meet the emergency:

passed in October, 1944, to make the sum of £150,000,000 (~60(},000,000) available to the Ministry of Works for the manufacture and erect10n of about 250,000
temporary houses at about £600 ($2,400) each at the rate of about 2,000 a week.
The Minister of Works, speaking In the House of Lords on October 5, 1944,
summed up the proposed operation of the temporary housing scheme:
"The Government are to acquire and own the houses, but to the "utmost
possible extent the whole scheme will be treated ~s part of the hou.sing operations of the local authorities. The bungalows will be put up on sites chosen,
acquired and developed with the necessary roads and sewers by th~ local
authorities. The local authoritiei; will choose the tenants, fix and receive the
rents and make an annual payment to the Health Minister, the amount of
which will be determined in accordance with the provisions of Clause 3 [of
the Act].';

(i) Intensification of work already in hand on repair of war-damaged houses
to bring them up to the stage at which they are tolerable to live in.
(ii) The Minister of Works to obtain 10,000 huts of various designs which
could be speedily erected: these are not to be regarded as houses, but as
temporary shelter.
(iii) Sites for these huts to be selected by the local authorities and to be where
the need is greatest. The local authorities' associations to discuss this
question with the Ministry _of Health.
(iv) In addition to the huts, it is hoped to find accommodation for 10,000
people by requisitioning bombed houses in the center of London, some
of which are capable of quick repair. This will be for people unable to
find rooms in their own districts.
Sir Malcolm Trustram Eve, chairman of the War Damage Commission is acting
as "chief of staff" to the Minister, with responsibility for co-ordinating the activities of the various Government Departments and local authorities concerned.
/

Temporary Housing
The second attack on the housing shortage will be made by the provision of
temporary housing. In a statement to the House of Lords, on May 2, 1944, the
Minister of Works divided the temporary housing program into three stages: hrst,
the construction of a prototype prefabncated house; secondly, the improvement
and approval of this prototype, the provision and, if need be, adaptation of jigs
and tools, the selection and allocation of labor, materials and factories, and, as
soon as conditions make it possible, the , mass production of the prefabncated
houses; thirdly, the allocation, transport and erection of the houses.
The first stage of this program is already over; a handmade prototype house
was placed on exhibition in London on May 1, and was later exhibited 1n Scotland.* Over 30,000 people inspected it, and a bombed-out family of four adults
have tested its qualities by actually living in it. This house (known as the "Portal
house," after Lord Portal, then Minister of Works) is made of steel and plywood,
and has two bedrooms, a living room, kitchen, bathroom and separate toilet, all contained in an area of 616 square feet, and a detached outdoor shed. In order to
prevent a bottleneck developing in the manufacture of pressed steel prefabricated
parts, which only a few firms have facilities to produce, the Government is considering the mass-production of four additional types: these make use, respectively,
of a light steel frame with asbestos cement external walls, of prefabricated wooden
units covered with asbestos sheeting, and of prefabricated concrete units. All four
types have been approved by the Burt Committee,. an interdepartmental expert committee on house construction. A Housing (Temporary Accommodation) Act was
*See Plans for Temporary Housing in Britain (IDH 526) (available from British Information Services) for a description of this prototype and a list of modifications agreed to
by the Minister of Works.
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Many local authorities have already applied for hous~s for their areas. In
order to assist them in the provision of manpower and equipment for the preparation of sites and sewers, etc., the Ministry of Works is releasing the organization,
specialist labor and 'plant of a number . of civil. engineering. contr~ctors who h~d
been previously engaged in the preparation of aufields, and 1s making. t?em . available to the local authorities. Rents will depend on the rates preva1lmg m the
different areas, but are expected to average about 10s. ($2) a week.
About $400 worth of fittings--cupboards, stove, refrigerator, etc.-go with
each house, and where the materials interfere ,with radio reception a special aerial
is supplied. In the case of the Portal house, many o~ the cnticis~s made by the
public have been accepted by the Government and mcorporated m the fimshed
design.

Permanent Housing
The Government's long-term building program envisages the construction ~f
three to four million houses over a period of ten to twelve years, and for this
purpose it is proposed to facilitate the training of a labor force of about 1,250,000
men for the building industry.* In a statement to the House of Commons on
March 15 1944 the Minister of Health said that the immediate need after the
war would be in' the neighborhood of one million permanent houses "for families
without separate homes of their own, replacements of houses already marked for
slum clearance, and houses required if statutory overcrowding . . . is to be
abated."t Labor shortage after the war will be acute, building c~sts will. b~ hig~,
there will be heavy demands for deferred maintenance and repa1r, and 1t 1s estimated that 100,000 permanent houses "built or building by the end of th~ first
year, and a further 200,000 built or building by the end of the second year, 1s the
most we can aim at." The over-all target which the Government have set themselves
for the country as a whole is 300,000 new permanent houses by ~ctober ~· 194'..
It is expected that the larger part of perma~~nt hous~ construction ~~nng th~s
period will be undertaken by the local authonties, and m .order to facilitate the~r
task a Housing (Temporary Provisions) Act was passed m August, 1944.. ~~1s
is intertded to provide for "the P.eriod. whi~h. is to ~oll~w the end of hostilities
in Europe," and makes two alterat10ns m ex1stmg leg1slat1on:
(a) The present scope of housing subsidies is ex~ended to include dwellings built to meet the general needs; and will cover all new houses
*"See the White Paper on Training for the Building Industry, Cmd. 6428.

t See British Speeches of the Day, April, 1944; obtainable free from British Information
Services, New York.

,,
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built by a local authority between the date when the Act became law
.
·
and October 1, 1947.

($3,200) .fixed under the Small Dwelling ((1.cquisition) Acts and S~ion 91
of the Housing Act (1936), for the purpose of advances and tq 10troduce
the necessary legislation for this purpose. Decisions as to the amount of the
increase will be made when the time comes for the introduction of the legislation. The Government also accept the recommendation that support should
be given to the development of a scheme on the lines of the National House
Builders Registration Council for securing the maintenance of good standards
of building."

Subsidies have hitherto been paid only for houses built to relieve slum clearance,
for 0e _abatement of overcrowding, and for agricultural laborers. The present
subsidy ts fixed at $22 a year for forty years, but will be increased by legislation
to be introduced as soon as it becomes possible to estimate the probable cost of
building during the period.
(b) Compulsory purchase by the local authorities of land for building
purposes will be approved by the Minister without a public inquiry
for a period of two years from the passage of the Act. .

,

This provision is aimed at preventing delays in acquiring land for temporary as
well as permanent housing and follows a precedent set at the end of the last war.
In answering a question on this part of the A.ct, the Minister said that the land so
acquired "would have to be . . . for building purposes. However, it is very
bad business to limit local authorities in the acquisition of land to the very narrow
area required for the two-year period alone. It might well be right to let them
have a larger area in the interests of good planning."
•

Scottish Housing Plans
Of the target of 300,000 houses for the whole country, 50,000 have been
allocated to Scotland, and in March, 1944, the Scottish Housing Advisory Committee published a report entitled Planning Our New Homes. In October, 1944,
a Housing (Sc.otland) Act was passed to provide measures for Scotland similar
to those of the English Act. This Act also extends the powers of the Scottish
Special Housing Association, a body formed in 1937 for the purpose of building
houses in Special Areas (previously known as Depressed Areas) with alternative
m'aterials: since its inauguration, the Association has twice had its scope extended,
has built 2,094 houses of rwhich 2,028 have been completed since the outbreak
of war, and has carried out experiments in building technique, particularly in
timber and poured cellular concrete construction. The Association's new powers
will enable it to supplement the work of the local authorities in areas where housing shortage is particularly acute.

Private Enterprise Housing
Legislation dealing with building by private enterprise will be introduced
shortly. Meanwhile, a report has been published on Private Enterprise H.ousing
(1944) by a sub-committee, under the chairmanship of Sir Felix Pole, of the
Ministry of Health's Central Housing Advisory Committee. In a statement to the
House of Commons on July 13, 1944, the Minister of Health said:
"The Government have considered this report and have decided to accept
the recommendation .that the Exchequer subsidy should be provided for
houses built by private enterprise (which for this purpose will include, among
others, houses built by housing associations, houses built by persons for their
own occupation, and houses built for employees) during the early J?Ost-war
period, subject to conditions as to size, construction, selling price and rent.
It is proposed that the administration of the scheme should be in the hands
of local authorities, who will have the necessary powers to prevent the risk
of abuse by collusive arrangements. I propose to introduce the necessary
legislation in due course. I am inviting representatives of local authorities
to confer with me as to the administrative arrangements which- will be necessary if legislation is approved by Parliament. The Government have also
decided to accept the recommendation to reconsider the present limit of £800
8
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Private enterprise has also carried out experiments in alternative methods of
building. Two of these have attracted particular attention. The Tarran House,
a prototype produced by Tarran Industries, Limited, in the City of Hull, is df two
types: a three-bedroom .two-story house, entirely ~ac~ory-built, built in woodenframed concrete wall untts and assembled on the site 10 four days; and a cottage,
comprising living room, bedroom, kitchenette, entrance ~obby, and bathrOOf1?,
which was assembled in six hours by eight men and four guls. The other expenment consists of two precision-built houses on a London County Council. ~state
in Essex, demonstrating the Braithwaite Unit Construct~on system: they cons.1st of
a light steel framework set in concrete foundations, with a range of matenalslightweight concrete, asbestos cement, brick, .fireboard, plasterbo~rd, plywood,
aluminum foil and mineral wool-for the rest of the structure. This new method
of constructio~ is intended to simplify erection, employ materials little used in
house building, and utilize semiskilled men and women as builders.

Rural Housing
The Central Housing Advisory Committee's sub-committees ·on rural housing
and the design of dwellings have also issued reports. T~e Hobhouse ReJ;lort on
Rural Housing (1944) makes, among others, the followmg recommendations:
(a) The Ministry of Health should stii:nulate activity i~ ~ural hous!ng, through
Sanitary Inspectors and other offiaals and by publmty campaigns.
(b) County Sanitary Officers should be appointed to advise on housing, water
supplies, and sewerage.
(c) The machinery for administering housi~g service~ should be improv.ed,
e.g., by the inclusion of women on Hous10g ~omm1ttees, by amal?Samat10g
districts where necessary, , and by. the formation of volunta!y J 010.t Committees for each county to consider ways and means of 1IDprov10g the
general level of housing throughout their areas.
( d) A comprehensive survey of housing in rural districts should ~e carried
out as soon as possible after the war, should be completed 10 twelve
months and should be kept up to date by constant inspection. The survey
should classify houses in the following categories:
(i) Fit for habitation or with minor defects. only.
(ii) Requiring structural alteration or repair.
(iii) Requiring reconditioning.
(iv) Requiring demolition and replacement.
( e) In organizing the survey, discussions should be held in order to:
(i) Establish uniform standards of classification.
(ii) Prepare for difficulties likely to be met in carrying out
the survey.
( f) Housing development should be pla?ned. over a period. of .fiv~ years,. ~nd
land for this purpose should be acqmred 10 adv_a?c;e of iillf1?ed1ate requtrements. The interests concerned 10 the acqu151tion of sites should be
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co-ordinated, and public services-electricity, sewage disposal, etc.-should
b~ extended to rural areas. Trained architects should be employed except
in special circumstances, as should trained housing managers.
(g) Building of houses for agticultural workers, whether by local authorities
or by private enterprise, should be subsidized, and a special subsidy should
be available for especially impoverished areas. It should be considered
whether a special subsidy might be given for the improvement of water
' supplies and sewerage schemes.*

Design and Layout
The Dudley Report on the Design of Dwellings was published in July, 1944.
Its recommendations may be summarized as follows:
(a) Good design is of paramount importance. Local authorities should, in
the absence of special circumstances, employ trained architects. A manual
of type plans should be prepared for. the guidance of local authorities and
their architects. (This manual was immediately drawn up by the Ministry
of Health and the Ministry of Works, with the assistance of the Ministry
of Town and Country Planning and the Ministry of Fuel and Power, and
was published in October, 1944. It is intended to publish other manuals
in the future.
(b) The housewife's views should always be considered, and local authorities
should make greater use of their powers to co-opt women onto housing
committees.

I

Technical Research and Experiment
A series of 22 reports entitled Post-War Building Studie! is being issued. by
the Ministry of Works. Sixteen of these have already been ~ublished, ~nd deal w~th:
house construction, standard construction for schools, plastics, plumbmg, the pamting of buildings, gas installations, steel structures, reinforced co~cret~ stru~tures,
mechanical installations, and non-ferrous metals, etc. All reports 10 this senes are
drawn up by expert committees working under the Ministry's Directorate of PostWar Building.
In addition to these reports, the Ministry of Works has been carrying out
experiments in alte:oative .materials an~. methods of. construction'. and has encouraged similar experimentation by mum~p~~ an~ pnvate enterprise. A group of
demonstration houses was placed on exh1b1t1on m September, 1944.. Types shown
included houses made of steel, and houses of brick made in the traditional manner,
but in alternative styles--one of them is a duplex house which is capable of conversion, when the housing shortage eases, into a dwellin~ for single occupancy.
The houses in this group also demonstrate the possibilities of prefabrication for
plumbing fittings, etc., and also for floors, ceilings and internal partitions.

(c)' The standard type of dwelling shollld be the three-bedroom house. Hansing developments should, however, be of mixed types, with apartment
houses provided for those who like them, and with special provision for
the needs of old people and single persons.
(d) The standard three-bedroom house should have a minimum overall floor
area of 900 feet, adequate outhouse buildings, and
(i) Two good rooms on the ground floor, one for meals and a second
for other activities, or a dining recess off the living room;
(ii) A separate "utility" room for laundry and other dirty work,
which should not be done in a born in which meals are eaten;
(iii) A bathroom and separate toilet.
No room should serve as a passage to other parts of the house. The cost
of building this type of house is estimated at £467 ($1,868) in terms of
values. ruling on March 1, 1939, and the economic rent at 13s.ld. ($2.77
·
approximately) a week.
(e) All appliances consuming fuel or power should come up to fixed standards. In the provision of equipment and fittings, there is a strong case
for improvements in the following directions :
Better heating arrangements.
Constant hot water.
Better cooking facilities.
*A start has been made in the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provision) Act (1944) to authorize Exchequer grants for the supply of water to agricultural land, farm houses, and cottages at
an estimated rate of $100,000 yearly; and the Rural Water Supplies and Sewerage Act,
(1944), which authorizes the Minister of Health to make grants aggregating $60,000,000
for England and Wales, and the Secretary of State for Scotland to make grants aggregating
$25,500,000 for Scotland, in order to assist in the provision or improvement of water supplies
and sewerage in rural areas. For the Government's water policy as a whole, see the White
Paper of April, 1944, entitled A National Water Policy '(Cmd. 6515).
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Better kitchen fittings.
Better arrangements for washing and drying clothes.
More effioent plumbing and sanitary fittings.
More room for storage.
More connection for light and power.
Better daylighting.
( f) Rural housing must not be of a lower standard than urban housing.
(g) Where houses are built in terraces, they should be planned to give greater
privacy and freedom from noise, and a(cess to back doors should be
through a ground floor passage between every two liouses on the terra~e.
Bound in with the Dudley Report is a report by a study group of the Mmistry
of Town and Country Planning on Site Planning and Layout in Relation to Housing. This emphasizes the importance of over-all planning in the development of
new housing, and explains the modern conception of the urban "neigh.borhood.'.'
It goes into considerations of space about buildings, roads, and car parkmg, architectural form, and planting of trees and shrubs in streets and public places. The
report recommends on aesthetic grounds the ending of an old British custom, that
of separatmg front gardens from the street by walls, fences, or hedges, though it
advocates that back gardens should continue to be walled or fenced in the interests
of privacy.

III .. TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING SINCE 1939

J

The history of wartime planning for physical reco_nstruction really s~arts before
the war, with the appointment in July, 1937, of the Royal Comm1ss10n on the
Geographical Distribution of t?e. Industr~al Popul.ation, whose repo:t ( Cmd. 615 3)
was published in 1940. Public mte:est. m plannu~g was grea~l~ stt~ulated by this
report, and as the Blitz continued with 1t~ destruction of the oties,_ 1t was genera~ly
agreed that, with the need for reconstruction, there had come a umq_ue opportunity
for replanning. In 1941, the Government set up .two other comrruttees to report
on different aspects of the same problem, and their reports-the Scott Report on
Land Utilization in Rural Areas (Cmd. 6378) * and the Uthwatt Report on Com-

* A committee was appointed to ensure that the work of the various Scottish Committees covered the terms of reference of the Scott Committee; it issued a report ( Cmd. 6440)
in April, 1943.
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pensation and Betterment (Crnd. 6386)-together with the report of the Barlow
Commission, make an exhaustive analysis of the defects of existing laws, and put
forward schemes for reform.

The Central Authority
All three agree in advocating the establishment of a central authority responsible
for town and country planning, and this principle was the first to be put into
practice by the Government when, in February, 1943, it set up the Ministry of
Town and Country planning for England and Wales; in Scotland, the powers of
the Minister are ve~ted in the Secretary of State for Scotland. One of the first
actions of the new Minister was the appointment of ten Regional Planning Officers,
who are available for consultation by the local planning authorities, and who advise
the Minister regarding problems arising in their areas. A consultative panel ·of
experts was attached to the Ministry to advise on problems of physical reconstruction, to carry out research, draw up maps to be used by planners, draught schemes
and so on. The chairman of the panel is Professor Pil;trick Abercrombie, authority
on town planning and co-author of the plans for reconstructing London and
Plymouth; and two of the members are women.

....

Town and Country Planning Acts, 1943

an~d

1944

In July, 1943, the Town and Country Planning (Interim Development) Act
was passed, with the object of remedying two defects in existing legislation: first,
that planning schemes were purely local in character-being primarily the responsibility of local authorities who were not required to consider the interests of districts
outside their area, while the 1 powe~s of the central authorities were not sufficient
to enable them to modify local schemes to meet regional and national interests;
secondly, that the use of planning powers was optional and many local authorities
· made no use of them. In November, 1943, a similar act was passed for Scotland.
The three most important changes made are as follows:
(i) All land not already subject to planning schemes or resolutions is brought
under the planning control of the local authorihes concerned.
(ii) The local planning authorities are empowered, pending the carrying
ou~ of schemes under preparation, to prohibit interim development which
might prejudice the schemes when they come into operation.
·(iii) The Minister of T.own and Country Planning is given the power, if he
thinks it in t4e public interest, to overrule permits to develop granted by
the local planning authorities. (Under the Act of 1932, the central
authority had the power only to hear applications against a local planning authority's refusal of permission to develop.) This provision makes
possible the control of regional-planning sch~mes which might jeopardize
such national interests as the location of industry and main roads, establishment of national parks, and so on.
In introducing this piece of legislation to the House of Commons, the Minister
of Town and Country Planning said: "This Bill is but the forerunner of several
Bills that must inevitably follow if the real new structure of town and country
planning is to be erected." A second installJment of reconstruction legislation was
passed in November, 1944, in the form of the Town and Country Planning Act.
This provides: First, a rapid procedure for the compulsory acquisition by the local
authorities .of land which has sustained extensive war-damage, together with
"overspill". areas (adjacent or nearby land, the acquisition of which is necessary
for the satisfactory redevelopment of the damaged areas). Secondly, a slightly
different procedure for the compulsory acquisition of land in areas of "obsolescent"
development and in associated "overspill" areas. Thirdly, the normal procedure
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for the compulsory acquisition of land under the 1932 Act is extended for certain
other planning purposes, for instance "to secure balanced development, that is to
say the industrial or commercial development of a town which lacks· facilities of
tha\ kind . . . (or) to provide alternative sites where redevelopment should
not take place on the old sites but should, in the public interest, take place somewhere else. For example, in the case of a hospital which has been bombed, it
might not be the best thing for it to come back to the old site, but a hospital will
be needed in the area, and power is given Jo acquire land on which to erect the
hospital if it does not come back to its old site." (Minister of Town and Country
Planning, House of Commons, July 11, 1944.) The local authority may dispose
of the land acquired under this Act by leasing it to developers "who are willing
to comply with any requirements of the authority as to the development and use
of such land"; or the local authority may itself develop the land. The cost of
purchase will be borne by the local authority, and the purchase price, for a penod
of five years, will be determined in relation to values ruling on March 31, 1939;
the Minister may authorize the payment, for a period of years, of Exchequer grants
to relieve the local authorites of the loan charges on the cost of acquisition and
clearance of war-damaged and assoa'ated "overspill" areas; no provision is made
in this Bill in respect of Exchequer assistance to authorities who acquire areas of
"obsolescent" development, since the war-damaged areas are to have priority for
purposes of reconstruction. The Bill also deals with the acquisition of land for
highways, and provides measures for preventing "ribbon development."

Compensation and Betterment
The Minister of Town and Country Planning has said that the next step in the
legislative program will be the overhauling of planning machinery. Meanwhile, he
and the Secretary of State for Scotland have published a White Paper on The Control of Land Use (Cmd. 6537), containing proposals for dealing with the difficult
problems of control of development rights, compensation (for loss of development
value) and betterment charges (for increased site value due to the operation of
planning schemes). These problems had been analyzed by the Uthwatt Committee,
and the White Paper, while accephng the analysis, rejects the Committee's proposals
for a number of reasons. It is easiest to understand the Government's proposals
if they are compared with those of the Uthwatt Committee. The latter fall into
three parts:
( 1) Undeveloped land: All development rights should immediately be vested
in the State; landowners should be compensated for the loss of development 'values on the basis of a single fixed sum, representing development
values taken over the nation as a whole, and divided among individuals in
proportion to the estimated development value of their holdings on March
31, 1939; the State should purchase all land, by compulsion if necessary,
at the time of development and should lease it to the develOper.
(2) Developed land: The local planping authority should have the power
to purchase land for the purposes of redevelopment by a more expeditiou~ method than that existing at the. present time.
(3) Betterment charge: A levy should be imposed of 75 per cent of the increased annual site value of developed land.
The White Paper's proposals are as follows:
. (a) No distinction should be made between developed and undeveloped land.
(It should be noted, however, that the Town and Country Planning Act
described in the previous paragraph does provide the more expeditious
method for acquiring developed land advocated by the Uthwatt Report,
but only for limited emergency purposes.)
.
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(a) That full weight is given in future planning to agricultural
considerations-in whim connection it may be recalled that the
Government have already stated that they 'will seek to avoid the
diversion of productive agricultural land to other purposes if there is
unproductive or less productive land that could be reasonably used
for those purposes.' . . .

(b) Development rights remain vested in the owner, but no development or
redevelopment may be carried out without the local planning authority's
approval of the proposed alteration in the use of the land.
( c)• A betterment d1arge is to be levied on all landowners who obtain permission to develop or to redevelop, and is to consist of 80 per cent (not
75 per cent) of the difference between the value of the land with permission to develop and its value if such permission bad been withheld.
( d} Compensation will be paid to all owners in respect of the developm~nt
value, if any, of their land on March 31, 1939. A formula for assessing
fau compensation will be worked out at the end of a five-year period,
when more information will be available to determine the technical problems of "floating" and "shifting" value.
( e) The collection of betterment charges and the payment o.f compensati~n
will cease to be a function of the local authorities and will be vested in
a land Commission. It is assumed that compensation and betterment will
balance one another broadly over a period of years.
These proposals are not final, but the Government ''believe that the smeme . . .
provides the basis for a practical system whereby individual rights of land tenure
may be reconciled with the best use of the land in the national interest. They
present this Paper to Parliament in order to focus public discussion of the difficult
issues involved and to assure themselves that there would be a substantial measure
of public support for a solution on the lines proposed."

, (b) T~at the ess:nti~l interdependence of the future pattern of road
and rail communicat10ns on the one band, and of the national and
lo~al problems of town and country planning on the other, is kept in
mmd. . . .
"The Committee submit a series of recommendations designed to promote
the general well-being of rural communities. The Government accept
the broa~ object of these recommendations. Many of them have been,
or are being, taken into consideration in the preparation of post-war plans
for housing, education, etc. ...
"Recommendations ... relating to the preservation of ·rural amenities and
the provision of improved access to the countryside are accepted by the .
Government. . . . The Government accept the view that the natural beauty
of o~r countryside is a matter of national importance and, as such, must be
of direct concern to national planning."

Location of Industry

Land Utilization in Rural Areas
The Government has , not issued a White Paper on the recommendations of
the Scott Report, but the Minister of Town and Country Planning made a detailed
statement on these proposals to the House of Commons on November 30, 1943.
The Committee's terms of reference (whim covered England and Wales onty,
see footnote page 11) had been:
"To consider the conditions whim should govern building and other
constructional development in country areas consistently with the maintenance of agriculture, and in particular the factors affecting the location of
industry, having regard to economic operation, part-time and seasonal
employment, the well-being of rural communities and the preservation
of rural amenities."
The Minister said, in part:
"Many of the 108 recommendalions in the Report are not such as to
require legislation. They rather constitute a welcome body of principles
for the guidance of those concerned in the prep~ration of a planning
framework and with the provision of housing and services in rural
areas. . . .
"In the field of survey and researm as a preparatory step to national
planning, the Ministry of Town and Country Planning is engaged on the
assembly of information on all forms of land resources and the conditions
affecting their use; and this information is being brought together in a
co-ordinated series of planning maps. The Ministry is carrying out detailed surveys around expanding urban areas in conjunction with the
other Ministries concerned. Special attention is also directed by the
Government to the appropriate uses of land and buildings that will i;io
longer be needed by the Service Departments after the war. Arrangements have been made, and are ·working smoothly, for close inter-departmental co-operation in all matters affecting land use. These arrangements are to ensure, among other things, as the Committee proposed-
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The problem of the location 'of industry, with which the Scott Committee as
well as the .Barlow Commission was concerned, has not been the subject of a
separate White Paper, but has been dealt with in Chapter III of the White Paper
on Employment Policy (Cmd. 6527), "The Balanced Distribution of Industry and
Labour." The Government's proposals were further set forth in a speem* to the
House of Commons. on June 7, 1944, by the President of the Board of Trade. The
- mea~ures pr?posed. for "so i~fl.uencing the loca~ion of new enterprises as to diversify the industnal compos1t1on of areas whim are particularly vulnerable to
unemployment" may be summarized as follows:
( i) Industrialists are expect~d to inform the Government when they are prepanng smemes for settmg up new factories, and will be given guidance
on their location.
(ii) The ~overnment will use its powers under the Town and Country
Planmng Acts to prevent the erection of factories in areas where further
industrial development would be undesirable.
(iii) The erection of factories will also be controlled by continuing for some
years after the war the wartime practice of permitting construction only
through the issue of industrial building permits.
(iv) In granting permits, priority will be given to the building of new factories (and extensions to existing factories) in those areas where exist~ng factory buildings are insufficient to provide a proper balance of
mdustry.
( v) The Government will continue the policy of erecting in development
areast factories on "trading estates" for sale to or lease by smaller firms.
"' See British Speeches of the Day, July, 1944.
called •'depressed" or "special" areas, i.e., areas where there was widespread
unemployment before the war.

-

t Formerly
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(vi) So far as possible, factories in the development areas, at £r~sent engaged in producing munitions, shall continue to produce murutions after
·
the war.
(vii) Due regard will be paid to the needs of the development areas in the
placing of Government contracts.
(viii) Enterprises which establish themselves in these areas in accordance w~t~
Government policy will receive financial assistance, in the form of facilities for obtaining short-term and long-term loans and, where necessary,
share-capital.
The task of influencing the location of industry after the war will be made
easier by the fact that "the change from feeding the fat and sta~ing the l~an
began in 1942," when the Minister of Production inau~ural'ed a p~hcy of steering
new industrial development towards areas where, owmg to previous unemployment, the manpower shortage was less acute than in the more thriving industrial
districts.
· The Government propose two additional measures :
(ix) They will remove some of the obstacles to the transfer of workers
from one area to another, and from one industry to another. Two of
the most serious of these were the difficulty of getting a new house
and the cost to the worker of moving; in future a substantial proportion of new houses will be available at rents which the average worker
can afford, while the Government will provide resettlement allowances
for workers who are transferred to a new area under an approved
scheme.
'
· (x) A permanent program will be i_n~ugu~ated f~r provi~ing training fa~ili
ties to fit workers from declmmg mdustnes for )Obs m expandmg
industries.

IV. PLANNING BY THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES

*

While the Government lays down broad lines of po.licy and provide_s assistance in the form of Exchequer grants, the actual carrymg out of housmg and
planning schemes remains with the local .authori~es. T~e m~nicipalities have been
exceedingly active during the war years, m drawmg up mteru:i schemes and ca.rrying out surveys of existing condi.tions. Four plans are ~umm~nzed below, as bemg,
owing to their length and detailed character, of particul~r mterest, bi:t these a~e
only four out of many. Detailed surveys have been earned out, for m~tance, m
Hull and Manchester: the Hull survey was illustrated by an exhibition in 1943 in
connection with which a booklet, Civic Diagnosis, was published. Coventry was
one of the first in the field, with its Plan for the New Coventry.
The local authorities have also been carrying out experiments in the field of
prefabricated housing. The Public Works Committee of the . CorI?oration ~f .Birmingham has produced a specimen emergency house, ~o stones high, consistmg .of
a light steel frame which is capable of b.eing prefabr_icated and can be clothed with
either a temporary or a permanent covermg, the former, where used, to be removed
and ~uperseded at a later date by permanent materia~s as . they become av~ilable
and the building industry stabilized; the whole of the mtenor of the hous~ 1s also
suited tQ' a large measure of prefabrication. On a London ~o~nty Counol estate,
houses suitable for mass-production have been erected, consistmg of steel frames
built together by bolting the ~equired number of s~all units, each of the same
•Planning by voluntary organizations is .d~scribed in .UnofficiaJ Planning in Great_
Britain, 1939·44, obtainable on request from British Information Services, ,New York.
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size-making it possible to get a high degree of variety in design and to produce
apartment houses as easily as small single houses. Each bedroom has a built-in
cupboard and heated linen cupboard, and the kitchen is completely equipped. The
kitchen floor is of blown concrete, and the floors in the other rooms are of plywood surface on fiber board, set on wood frames; all flooring comes in finished
sections from the factory, requiring only to be knocked into position with a mallet.

London : County and City Plans
Three plans have been made for London, of which two-those for the City
and County-have been published. The third, which covers planning for the
Greater London area and co-ordinates it with the plan for the County, has been
drawn up by Professor Patrick Abercrombie at the request of the Minister of
Works; it is now complete and will be published shortly. It will deal with the
problem of the "continued sprawl" of London,' consideration of which is omitted
from the County plan.
The County of London Plan by Patrick Abercrombie and J. H. Forshaw is
published in a broad quarto volume, 188 pages long and lavishly illustrated with
maps, tables, charts and sketches. Its detailed character and length make it impossible to summarize briefly, and only the broad outlines are given below.*
(i) London's four major defects are listed and analyzed. They are:
Traffic congestion.
Depressed housing.
Inadequacy and maldistribution of open spaces.
"Indeterminate zoning"-the jumble of houses with industry.
(ii) London as a community: The old community groupings, most of
which have their origin in villages which were swallowed up in the
metropolis, should be recognized and emphasized. Each commumty is
made up of neighborhood units, with their own schools, community
buildings and subsidiary shopping cente~s. Open spaces should be
around, rather than in the middle of, the communities, and the new
road plan is drawn up so that main highways do not cut across them;
railways should be ' sunk when necessary. Local trading estates should
be set up in many communities.
"Precincts" from which traffic is excluded should be established in the
Bloomsbury (University) and South Kensington Museum areas, and tunnels under the Bloomsbury area should be built to carry traffic under,
instead of through it.
Decentralization of industry and residents should be carried out by
establishing standards of density. The standard suggested for residents
is 200 persons per acre in the central area, 136 per acre in the surrounding area, and 100 per acre in the outer area. This will r,equire the
removal of half a million of the pre-war population outside the County
area, and will allow 5 5 per cent of the residents in the outer area,
and 33 per cent in the surrounding area, to be accommodated in houses,
with the remainder in apartment houses. .
Open spaces should be provided at the rate of four acres per thousand
population. On this basis, the present deficiency is 5,428 acres, 1,271
of which can be provided by securing effective private open spaces,
leaving 4,157 to be acquired from bombed-out sites or built-up areas . .
London Squares should be permanently deprived of railings. Recrea*A longer summary, reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects, is available on request from British Information Services, New York.
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tional and sports centers should be set up, e.g., on Hampstead Heath
and the site of the Crystal Palace, and London Parks should be provided with museums, etc., and with accommodation for fairs.
(iii) London as Metropolis: London has also its more .dignifie.d,. less h~an
aspect, as the capital of a great country and empue. This 1s espeoally
true of the central area, which calls for "precinctal planning," to
protect it from the intrusion of through-traffic. The. road system should
be planned with this in mind, and a fast motor nng road 1s contemplated, with which the principal radial roads of London woul~ connect,
many of which would. be sunk or tunneled for part of thelf course.
An inner and outer ring-road for slower traffic are also projected.
The Westminster area should be given suitably monumental treatment,
and a precinct is envisaged as a long-term project for Whitehall, the
Houses of Parliament and the Abbey, from which all save their own
approach traffic would be excluded. The south bank of the river should
be replanned and should become a worthy counterpart of the area of
Whitehall and the Strand. The West End is described by the report
as being, before the war, in an advanced state of obsolescence and showing a ."shabby genteel appearance"; its redevelopment for residential
purposes is proposed as an area of large apartment houses at low rentals,
to house the workers in the offices, retail stores, and theatres which
provide the main occupations in the district, and also some of the
workers in the eastern industrial districts.*
The City of London .covers an area of 661 acres east of Temple Bar, and is
the main business and financial section of London. It is governed by a Common
Council of the City Corporation-the latter is defined as "the Mayor and Commonalty and Citizens of the City of London" -which is in most respects independent of the London County Counol. It was probably harder hit by the Blitz
of 1940 than any / other part of the capital.
In July, 1944, the Common Council published the report .of the lmpro_vemen~s
and Town Planning Committee on the post-war reconstruction of the City: this
report, which has many maps and drawings is of an interim character, has not
been approved by the Common Council, and is being considered by the Royal
Fine Arts Commission. Its chief recommendations are as follows:
(a) Three main zones are to be set up: A Special Business Zone
in the area of which the Bank of England is the effective center,
for offices; a General Business Zone, comprising the greater part of
the City and all main street frontages, for offices, business premises
and shops; and a Commercial Zone, in the hinterland of Fleet
Street-at present almost exclusively confined to the press and printing trades-for offices, business premises, shops and light industrial
buildings.
(b) The pre-war tendency towards a "self-formed zoning system"
(diamond merchants, for example, centered around Hatton Garden,
booksellers in Paternoster Row) to be retained and ~phasized, within
the framework of the three main Zones. The old city marketsSmithfield, Billingsgate and Leadenhall-are to be retained.

classes of occupant, with the provision of communal amenities. This
would increase the resident and "night" population of the citywhich before the war was 10,000, against a "day" population of
500,000.

( d) Destruction of buildings occurred mostly in areas of empty or
obsolete property, usually not more than four stories high. New
buildings on these sites should be of steel or reinforced concrete and
so far as consistent with amenities and the London Building Laws,
should be eight or ten stories high, to compensate for loss of area for
purposes of street widening.
( e) St. Paul's Cathedral is the one architectural feature which sets
its character on the whole city, and to preserve it "as a dominant
landmark" the height of other buildings must be restricted.
( f) Various alternatives are put forward for the area around St.
Paul's, embodying three principles:
(1) The Cathedral to be less. encompassed by buildings than formerly, with a larger forecourt to the west and a larger stretch of
greensward lo the south and east; surrounding buildings
should have a cornice at 60 feet and a uniform skyline. ·
(2) The Ludgate Hill approach from the west should be retained,
but widened.
(3) A view of the total height should be visible from the north
and south, by opening the north approach for pedestrians
and the south approach to the river.
(g) Other city churches are to be restored, where damaged, and
given a more "sympathetic" environment than in the past. The Benchers of the Inner and Middle Temples have their own plans, and will
"doubtless" discuss them with the Corporation. Meanwhile, an unparalleled opportunity has been provided for the acquisition of the
section of London Wall exposed by the bombings.
(h) Traffic problems are to be lightened by the construction of an
eighty-foot ring road ,for through traffic on the west, north and east,
and three alternative schemes are described for an embankment on
the south. Some of the narrower streets would be closed to traffic,
and 6 per cent of the city's total area is allocated f?r street widening.
(i) About 40 per cent of the city's area would have to be acquired
by the Corporation for the carrying out of these plans, and the
Committee say: "The pressing need for new legislation to deal with
reconstruction issues is reflected on every page of this Report. We
have, on a number of occasions, made known our views to the several
Ministers who have been charged from time to time with post-war
planning and building."

A Plan for Plymouth

*The Westminster Town Planning and Improvements Committee has published a report
discussing the County of London Plan, in which this suggestion is strongly dissented from
on the grounds that it would adversely affect the taxable value of the West End area.

Plymouth, in Devonshire, has grown from the fusion of three townsPlymouth, East Stonehouse and Devonport. It is the chief port and naval base
in southwest England, and has a population of 208,182 (census of 1931) in an
area of 9,515 acres. It was badly damaged during the Blitz, especially by the
raids of March and April, 1941, which wiped out whole areas-the buildings then
destroyed included forty churches, the civic buildings, libraries, theatres and main
shopping streets, as well as thousands of homes.
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( c) No special zone is allocated for residential building, but it is
suggested that some areas be allocated for apartment houses for all

I

I

:

A Plan for Plymouth, completed in 1943, is by Professor Patrick Abercrombie and the Plymouth City Engineer and Surveyor, Mr. J. Paton Watson.
It is 115 pages long, and is illustrated with. numerous mal?s, photographs, dr.awings, tables and plans. Ambassador John Wmant has contributed an mtroduct10n,
and the appendices include a report on Land Utilization and Fertility in the District Round Plymouth, by Mr. L. Dudley Stamp, the geographer.

I

. Southampton is a large port in the south of. England, which has suffered con-

~1derably from enemy raids. It has a population of 177,200 (census of 1931)
1~ an area of 9,602 acres. The report on the replanning of Southampton by th_e

City Town Planning and Development Officer (Mr. B. T.. Cook) and the Consultant Architect to the Town Council (Mr. S. D . Adshead) was published in
1942. It is 68 pages long, and is illustrated by maps and sketches. Its main
proposals are as follows:

(a) The Plan is regional in its scope, requiring planning of the countryside as well as of the borough. It requires a green belt round
the city, to prevent further spoiling of the countryside as well as
for reasons of health and amenity; satellite communities beyond the
green belt take up the "overspill" of population displaced by reconstruction.

(a) Southampton has at present no central square, and it is suggested
that in replanning the central area of the city the section on which
all roads converge become a Town Center, to include the existing
Civic Center and the main shopping district. The proposed roundabout at the intersection of the two main roads is planned as a
circus 500 feet in diameter, with a covered shopping way at second
floor level op the perimeter, behind a row of columns, reached by
elevators at every entering angle and with the roads crossed by
bridges. This arrangement would be the ·only one of its kind in
England, and would make up for the present shortage of sites for
shops.

(b) As in the County of London Plan, tendencies toward community
grouping are discovered and emphasized; each community is to be
surrounded by an open space and will have its own community
center and neighborhood units-the latter to have their own schools,
hotels and shops.
(c) "Historic" Plymouth-the Elizabethan city-is to be preserved as a
precinct, though much renovation and reconstruction will have to be
carried out. It will be enclosed by a wall built of local stone, and
there will be very little vehicular access. The Charles Church (seventeenth century), which wks destroyed by the Blitz, might "be preserved as a ruin which would form a living memorial of the city's
trials," but the early fourteenth-century church of St. Ahdrew, now
being used as an open air church, should be restored. The Barbican
Quay will be given suitably monumental treatment.

\

(b) While the number of persons employed in the town has increased, the
number engaged in sea-going trades has declined. The report proposes
that the field of employment be broadened by encouraging nonbasic industries other than these connected with shipping. To this
end, it is suggested that an additional 577 acres be zoned for indus~ry, to provide employment for about 23,000 people on the
basis of 40 workers per acre. Areas already reclaimed from marshland would provide much of the necessary acreage, though care would
have to ,be taken that Southampton's amenities-including the view
of the city from ships entering the docks-are not adversely affected.

i

~en:ter is planned, str_etching from the Hoe to the
north railroad station. It will include the restored Civic Center,
the shopping center behind it, cultural and amusements centers-the
latter to include an open air theatre-as well as hotels and a residential area. The main traffic roads will circle the Center, and there
will be a tunnel for pedestrians connecting the st1Ltion with the
shopping center and passing under the traffic roundabout and hotel
in front of the station.

(d) A new' city

(e) Traffic problems will be lightened by a single coherent road plan.
Main arterial roads will be connected with the ring road round
the City Center, and traffic not desirous of stopping at Plymouth
will be carried on a by-pass. Road intersections will be reduced
in number and controlled by means of roundabouts, there will be
planned provision for car-parking, and proper provision for pedestrians. Vehicles will be unloaded in the business area, away from
traffic lanes, and there will be segregation of local from through
traffic and of bus from shopping traffic. Traffic lanes will be provided on all main roads.
(f) Many more open spaces will be required to bring the provision up
to the desirable standard of four acres per th0usand of the population. Advantage should be taken of the coastal panorama, which can
be seen from many parts of the town owing to the hilly nature of
.I
the landscape. The Plan suggests that Plymouth make more of its
potentialities as a tourist center for some of the most beautiful scenery
in the south of England.
20

The Replanning of Southampton

( c) It is considered better to provide qut'ck and convenient means of
transport to residential estates outside the central area, rather than
to concentrate a large number of people near the center. The outer
area of Southampton should be developed with single family houses
at not more than twelve to the acre, with the density decreasing as
one goes further out. Housing estates near the center should consist
of small houses, apartment houses and, where necessary, hostels
(dormitories) ; sections of the latter (e.g., restaurants) should form
part of community centers, available to other dwellers on the estates.
The over-all density of such mixed developments should not exceed
twenty dwellings to the acre.

I
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( d) Further expansion of the towtll should be restricted by a green belt,
beyond which new satellite towns should be built "like knots on lines
of transport."
( e) The proposed road plan includes a new road leading to the Old
Docks, to reheve existing roads of much of their present heavy traffic. fin inner ring road is to encircle the Town Center, each section
of. ":'hich ~ill provide a connection .between important points on
existing radial roads. Street car service will be replaced by motor
'buses, and country 'buses wt'll be provided with stations at convenient st'fes. Parking and loading places must be provided in the
places where they are needed; a sketched layout is included in the
text, to illustrate a suggestion that parking places, equipped with
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gasoline stations, be provided for shoppers in quadrangles surround·
ed on three sides by the backs of stores.
(f) The main shopping district in the Town Center is expected to serve
the whole town, and to attract shoppers from outside Southampton,
but for the convenience of residents' subsidiary shopping centers are
to be provided in the six districts into which Southiimpton, outside
the central area, is divided.
(g) In pre-war Southampton, there were 905 acres of public open
"space (including sports and playgrounds), equal to five acres per
thousand of the population. This compares well with most other
towns in England, but not all areas were equally well served, and
the report recommends the reservation of 267.36 acres within the
existing borough boundaries for additional public open spaces.

V.

THE SCHOOL BUILDING PROGRAM

Regulations under the Education Act (1944) were published as a White Paper
in November, 1944, and are to come into force in April, 1945. They lay down
standards applicable to both existing and new schools, and cover county and voluntary schools, nursery schools and classes, special schools, and boarding schools.
The Regulations deal with questions of site, lighting, heating, ventilation, hot
and cold water supply, floor loading, the planning of staircases and corridors,
playgrounds, playing fields, gymnasiums, showers and changing ·rooms. All types
of school must have staff rooms, accommodation for medical inspection and
treatment, drying facilities and adequate storage provision. Kitchens must be
provided in day schools as well as boarding schools, and all except the smaller
primary schools must have separate dining rooms. All county and voluntary schools
are to have arrangements for film projection and at least some classrooms wired
for broadcast reception.
The size and number of classrooms is specified, and the number of children
in a class is reduced by ten to 40 in primary and 30 in secondary schools-no
greater reduction is regarded as practicable at the present .time.
The second of the Post-War Building Studies (see pages 11 and 24) is entitled
Standard Construction for Schools, and cqntains detailed recommendations for
speeding up the school-building program by the adoption, subject to safeguards,
of preplanning and standardization.
The Minister of Education stated, during the debate on the proposals for the
reform of the social insurance system, that building for the school-meals programwhich is regarded as "family allowances in kind"-is to have priority, after the
repair of bomb-damage in London, over all other demands on the building
industry.
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